
Food Contact Compliant
FDA and EU compliant for contact with aqueous and fatty foods, as well as dry foods.

Excellent printability and glue adherence
AquaKote™ Coated Folding Carton Board provides a superior printing surface that is engineered to deliver excellent 
print results and a cleaner running press. AquaKote™ is made from solid unbleached sulfate kraft fiber with a blend  
of virgin and recycled fiber. Three layers of clay coating provide a clean surface for high-quality graphics with a naturally 
beautiful brown back. AquaKote™ is engineered as a high wet-strength sheet that provides high stiffness with high  
resistance to tear, puncture and corner crush and provides efficient, reliable performance on packaging lines.     

Advantages
AquaKote™ is engineered to provide superior tear resistance when wet, while at the same time has excellent dry tear 
resistance. The AquaKote™ triple clay coated surface allows for beautiful graphic reproduction for eye-catching packages.        
AquaKote™ Coated Folding Carton Board is time proven for multiple packaging in wet environments and performs well on 
high-speed multiple packaging lines. AquaKote™ is created with an optimum blend of virgin and recycled fiber, and is  
recyclable and naturally biodegradable. SUS® carrier board technology developed by Graphic Packaging International.

Consistent performance in a variety of converting processes 
Carefully monitored board production and testing ensures that AquaKote™ Coated Folding Carton Board will run consistently 
well in all of your printing and converting operations.

Sustainability
Paperboard products like AquaKote™ Coated Folding Carton Board is made from trees, a renewable resource, with  
renewable energy. Packaging made from AquaKote™ Coated Folding Carton Board is renewable where facilities exist.

Fiber Procurement and Chain of Custody
Graphic Packaging International is compliant with the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC), Sustainable Forestry Initiative (SFI)  
and Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC) Chain of Custody forest certification standards.  
GPI is also compliant with the SFI Certified Sourcing standard.

Machine trim
 (16 pt) 226.0”  (18-22 pt) 183.5”  226.0”  227.0”  234.0”  (23-28 pt) 226.0”  227.0”  234.0”

AquaKote™  
Coated Folding Carton Board

AquaKote™ Coated Folding Carton Board is a high wet-strength sheet used primarily for beverage  
packaging applications. Available in a wide range of calipers, AquaKote™ Coated Folding Carton 
Board is designed to provide package integrity, line efficiency and performance in high-humidity 
conditions in filling line production, distribution and usage.




